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THE WINDSHAFT 

Early WINDSHAFTS were of oak, (later of pitch-pine), tapering from the NECK to the TAIL. The 
STOCKS were morticed through the larger end and wedged in place. However, this formed a weak 
point in the windshaft and, being exposed to the weather, soon rotted. GRAPPLING IRONS, iron 
bands, bound around the end of the windshaft, strengthened it and helped prevent splitting. 

The friction between the windshaft and the NECK BEARING was a problem, too. Strips of iron, 
separated by wood fillets, were laid longitudinally into the wooden shaft, to form a wearing surface. 
It rested on the breast beam in a cup-like HALF-BEARING, shaped from stone, marble, glass or 
hardwood. 

lndining the windshaft at an angle to the horizontal, of between five and 15 degrees, reduced 
the wear on the neck bearing. It also transferred it to a thrust pressure on the TAIL BEARING. The 
tail bearing, at the time, was a plain iron ring in an annular, iron thrust-pad. 

In 1754, John Smeaton introduced cast iron into millwork and iron windshafts replaced those 
of timber. The new windshafts were much smaHer, eight inches in diameter against up to twenty-four 
inches when made of wood. However, being solid they weighed much more. A wooden specimen 
weighed up to one ton, while a shaft :in iron could weigh, perhaps, five tons, depending on its length. 

Bearings, too, were improved and bronze, or gunmetal, was used later for the neck bearing, 
set in an iron seating, or POT. OccasionaHy, the pot was made to pivot on trunni0ns resting on an 
iron PILLOW-BLOCK, or BOLSTER. This was then known as a SWING POT. 

Tail bearings were fitted with a gudgeon, with a brass thrust pad (which took the thrust). This 
was seated in a cup of wood or brass and the whole housed in an iron pot. 

Over the tail of the windshaft, there is often fitted an iron hoop, or KEEP FLANGE, to prevent 
the shaft from lifting in a gale. 

THE POLL END 

With iron windshafts came the POLL END, a double box with right-angled openings. Through 
these, the stocks passed and were wedged in position and locked in place by POLL WEDGES and 
PINCH SCREWS. 

The poll endl normally, was cast integrally with the shaft. Separate cast-iron poll ends also 
became available. To fit onel the front end of the wooden windshaft, first, would be cut off. A 
CROSS-TAILED GUDGEON was fitted to the shaft and a poll end was bolted, and strapped on. 
THREE-WAY POLL ENDS were sometimes used~ fQ~ muWple sails,'.. bu:t w~rE? n~t poP.~lar .. .) : ! · 

Sometimes long timber CLAMPS are strapped .to each side of the sail -stock, passing outside 
the poll end: The~e acted as a saf~guard ·agains1 .the· stock,becdniing "Cr~Gi<e.d; or: rotten, at the 
centre. See the illustratfon in the previou·s chapter on ·sails.' . . . . 



Above left: A round, iron WINDSHAFT in a SWING POT 
BEARING, mounted on the BREAST BEAM. 

Great Bircham Mill, Norfolk. 

Above right: Cast iron WINDSHAFT in a solid HALF-CRADLE 
NECK BEARING, mounted on the BREAST BEAM. 

Union Mill, Cranbrook, Kent. 

WIND SHAFTS 
Below left: The TAIL BEARING of a round, cast iron WIND SHAFT, 
mounted in a cast iron HOUSING, incorporating a heavy KEEP 
FLANGE (1 ), to prevent the windshaft lifting, if the mill is TAIL WINDED. 

Below. right The TAIL BEARING of an octagonal, cast iron 
WINDSHAFT, incorporating a light KEEP FLANGE (2). 

Bockin Mill Essex. 

Right: A ribbed, cast iron WINDSHAFT, with an integral 
POLL END, NECK JOURNAL and SPOKES for the 
BRAKE WHEEL Saffe Mill, Kent. 

Union Mill, Cranbrook, Kent. 

Left: A Complete, 
iron WINDSHAFT with a POLL END (3) 
the NECK (4) and TAIL (5) JOURNALS 
and a BRAKE WHEEL HOUSING (6). 
It also has a TAILWHEEL HOUSING (7) 
implying it was made for a post mill. 
Mockett's Mill, Polegate, East Sussex. 

Left: A wooden WINDSHAFT to which a cast iron CROSS TAILED GUDGEON 
has been fitted, to take a POLL END. It has beenclamped onto the windshaft 
by GRAPPLING IRON bands. Chesterton Mill, Warwickshire. 

Right: A CROSS-TAILED GUDGEON {8) fitted to a wooden WINDSHAFT with an iron 
POLL END (3). It was originally fromSt.Leonards Mill, Winche/sea and now is displayed 
at: Davison's Mill, Stelling Minnis, Kent. 
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THE ~1ULTIPLE-ARMED CROSS. 

John Smeaton was an enthusiast of MUL Tl-SAILS and encouraged their use by the introduction 
of the IRON CROSS. While the south, generally, continued to employ the poll end, in the northeast, 
in Lincolnshire and in the counties in East Anglia, a heavy, cast iron cross is more common. 

The cross is held on the end of the windshaft and fixed to it by iron keys and wedges. These 
crosses are often very large, spanning up to thirteen feet across, and have four, five, six or eight 
arms, with each arm ten inches wide. 

Stocks are dispensed with and stouter, longer whips, called SAIL BACKS, are bolted and 
strapped to the front of the cross. They are held in place by damps, called BRINDLE IRONS. Often, 
the metal arms have small protuberances, drilled to take the brindle irons. With multi-armed crosses 
the striking mechanism, necessarily, becomes intricate in the region of the spider. This can cause 
some design problems. 



IRON 
CROSSES 

Above left: A simple FOUR-ARMED CROSS. 
Banner Mill, Qµainton, Buckinghamshire_ 

Above right A cast iron, FOUR-ARMED CROSS with BRACKETS (9) to locate the 
BRINDLE IRONS to clamp the STOCKS Shepsted Mill, Leicestershire. 

Above. left: A SIX-ARMED iron CROSS With BRACKETS (9) 
for BRINDLE IRONS to clamp the STOCKS. The cross is held 
to the WINDSHAFT by WEDGES ( 10). 

__ Wy_ mondham Mill, Leicestershire. 

Above right A SIX-ARMED iron CROSS, fitted with STOCKS clamped 
to it by BRINDLE IRONS (12). The crowded SPIDER ASSEMBLY (13) 
is necessary when multiple sails are fitted. Heage Mill, Derbyshire. 

Far. left: A FOUR-ARMED iron CROSS, showing BRINDLE IRONS (14) clamping on the STOCKS. 
Little Marton Mill, Lancashire. 

Lower left: Method of clamping STOCKS (3) to a FIVE-ARMED 
CROSS (6) by BRINDLE IRONS (8). 

Maud Foster Mill, Boston, Lincolnshire. 

Below right: A FIVE-ARMED iron CROSS clamped to the 
STOCKS by BRINDLE IRONS (15). Hoyle's Mill, Alford, Lines. 
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TEETH AND COGS 

The earliest drive mechanism was of the LANTERN PINION type. Short, round STAVES, 
projecting from near the periphery of a FACE-WHEEL, engaged with a PINION. This consisted of 
two discs, spaced apart by a series of staves set parallel to the SPINDLE, on which it was mounted. 

Alternatively, the pinion could have a single disc, with staves projecting from it, similarly to those 
on the face wheel. This type was known as a PIN-GEAR or TRUNDLE WHEEL. 

Lantern pinions were superseded by SPUR WHEELS, with SQUARE-CUT COGS fitted. An 
interim period had square cut cogs on ~he driving wheel, and a form of lantern pinion on the driven 
spindle. These were also, confusingly, sometimes known as trundle wheels. 

FACE WHEELS have the cogs set on the face or flat of the wheel, used with a pinion. Wheels 
with the cogs project radially on the outer edge are known as SPUR WHEELS. 

About the middle of the seventeenth century, cog wheels working at right angles to each other 
began to be fitted with BEVELLED COGS. These were profiled to drive at an angle with a bevel 
edge on both wheels. Most such drives soon became known as BEVEL GEARS. 

A bevel gear with the cogs set obliquely to the wheel radius is known as a SKEW GEAR. 
Sometimes, due to space shortage, a drive taken from the brake wheel had to pass above or below 
the windshaft, so was placed in an angled .position, using a skew gear. 

In mills, some wheels have iron teeth fitted, usually as a SEGMENT, which is bolted on the RIM. 
However, in most systems there is a combination of wooden and iron cogs, the wood cogs being 
on the larger wheel. 

Wood cogs are generally made of APPLE-WOOD or HORNBEAM. This timber has a longer 
grain, affording a certain amount of flexibility to the cog, allowing it to Withstand the torsion effect 
of sudden gusts of wind. 

They are held in place either with iron PINS or DOVETAIL WEDGES. · Sometimes, their 
SHANKS are split and wedges driven, in to secure the cog. 

Some wheels have two rows of cogs, to drive extra machinery. On occasion, they have two 
staggered rows, to overcome backlash. 

To prevent uneven wear, a HUNTING COG is introduced to prevent a simple ratio - ie., the 
same two cogs meeting at regular intervals and so causing excessive or uneven wear. 

Below: Close view showing construction of a LANTERN PINION crown wheel. Great Gransden Mill, Cambridgeshire. 



LANTERN-PINION CROWN WHEELS & BRAKE WHEELS. 
Above left: At Cann Mill, Shaftesbury. 

Below. left: In a STONE NUT & SPUR WHEEL 
BamacJ< Mill, Cambridgeshire. 

Below left: In the rim of a SPUR WHEEL with a SECONDARY WHEEL 
beneath, taking the drive from a FACE WHEEL beneath to ancillary 
PINIONS of wood and of iron. Barnack Mill, Cambridgeshire. 

'.-~, 

Above right: At Chesterlon Mill, Warwickshire. 

Below: An all iron BRAKE WHEEL and CROWN WHEEL 
__,.,--wit--:. h BEVEL GEARS. Prio Mill, St Olaves, Norfolk 

Left: A FACE WHEEL with a double row of cogs. 

Great Gransden Mill, Cambridgeshire. 

Below: BEVEL GEARS on a FACE WHEEL and an 
EL Stock Miff, Essex. 



THE BRAKE 

The most common form of BRAKE is a massive wooden contracting band, acting on the outer 
rim of the BRAKEWHEEL. It is normally of elm or ash, in six or eight curved sections, joined by iron 
plates and bolts. It extends almost all round the brakewheel and is fastened to the main timbers of 
the cap at one end. 

The other end is attached to a pivoted, horizontal beam, called the BRAKE LEVER. This lever 
is normally of oak, heavy and capable, by its own weight, of holding the brake on the brakewheel. 

The brake is released by raising the lever by a BRAKE ROPE attached to it. This passes over 
one or more SHEAVES in the roof and in the brake lever itself, before hanging down to the ST AGE 
or the ground below. 

The lever is raised until an iron PIN, fixed in its side, engages with an iron BRAKE HOOK. This 
is a swinging, inverted swan-neck above, holding the lever in the OFF position. To apply the brake, 
a sharp pull on the rope disengages the hook and releases the lever. 

On some post mills, a SCREW, in place of the normal brake lever, is used to apply the brake 
by screwing it down. 

Sometimes iron is used for either or both lever and brake bands. With the latter, wooden PADS, 
in segments, are fitted to the face of the band, though on a few the band is entirely of iron. 

The brake is used only to hold the brakewheel once it is stationary. It st1ould be used, with 
Patent or Roller Reefing sails, only in an emergency, not to stop the sails while they are in motion. 
This is normally done in one of two ways. By spilling the wind out of the sails (opening the shutters), 
or by turning the buck or cap out of the wind. Alternatively choking the stones with grain, has the 
same effect. 

However, in mills with spring or common sails, slowing the sails is often necessary first, before 
any adjustment can be carried out. In this instance, taking great care while doing so, the brake can 
be applied progressively, gently. Sometimes, if the speed is too great, braking is carried out initially 
by choking the stones with grain or turning the mill out of the wind. 

THE WALLOWER 

Other than in most post mills, the brakewheel engages with the WALLOWER, or CROWN
WHEEL, at the top of the UPRIGHT SHAFT. 

The wallower is usually of iron, but originally was of wood bound with iron. It is normally either 
half or one-third the size of the brakewheel. The larger the wallower, the faster the sails must tum, 
to produce the necessary speed of the MILLSTONES. 

UsuaJly, the wallower has BEVELLED COGS, to engage the cogs on the face of the 
brakewheel. 

The upright shaft is supported above the wallower, in a bearing running in a SPRA TILE-BOX, 
bolted to the SPRATTLE BEAM. 

Sometimes, there is a FRICTION SURFACE of wood PADS bolted on the underside of the 
wallower. This drives the SACK-HOIST BOLLARD, when its DRUM is raised to contact the 
wallower. 



Above left: A wooden COMPASS-ARM BRAKE WHEEL (1) fitted to 
the wooden WINDSHAFT (0). Chesterton Mill, Warwickshire. 

THE BRAKEWHEEL 

Centre. right: A cast iron BRAKEWHEEL 
constructed in four sections, bolted together 
and fitted to a ROUND, IRON WINDSHAFT, 
which has had a modification to allow it to fit 
a brakewheel originally designed for a timber 
shaft. APPLE WOOD COGS are morticed 
to the iron rim, with a wooden BRAKE (14). 

Horsey Mill, · Norfolk. 

Above right: A wooden CLASP-ARM BRAKE WHEEL (2) 
(originally fitted to a wooden WINDS HAFT but modified to 
use on an iron shaft). The ARMS are fitted to the windshaft 
by WEDGES (3), and are morticed to the CANTS (4) on a 
wooden RIM (5), which has APPLE WOOD COGS (6) . . A 
portion of the BRAKE ( 14) is visible , Bocking Mill, Essex. 

Bottom left: A COMPOSITE BRAKE WHEEL, 
with a cast iron HUB and SPOKES, custom 
made for the iron WINDSHAFT, to which it is 
fitted by WEDGES. Wooden CANTS bolted 
to the spokes support a timber RIM fitted with 
APPLE WOOD COGS. Around the rim is a 
wooden BRAKE (14). 

Union Mill Cranbrook,, Kent. 



Above. left: This wooden BRAKE WHEEL has a wooden 
BRAKE BAND, formed by curved wooden pads joined by 
iron plates (9). The SACK HOIST has a friction-drive 
pulley (10), on the underside of the brake wheel. 

Cat & Fiddle Mill, Dale Abbey, Derbyshire. 

Below. left: The oak BRAKE BEAM or LEVER, pivots at 
the far end and applies leverage to the BRAKE BAND by 
its own weight, wrapping it securely round the BRAKE 
WHEEL. The BRAKE ROPE passes through a SHEA VE 
( 15) in the brake lever and when its other end, hanging 
outside the mill, is pulled it raises the lever. A PIN ( 17) in 
the lever lodges in the LATCH ( 18) and keeps the brake 
disengaged. Keston Mill, Bromley, London. 

Above right: This 1ron BRAKE WHEEL has a flat metal plate as a 
brake shoe (12) and an iron BRAKE, fitted with wood PADS (13), 
bolted on to it. Sutton Mill, Norfolk. 

Below right: A metal BRAKE BAND on a wooden BRAKE 
WHEEL. The PINS through the shanks of the COGS, by which 
they are held in place on the brake wheel, are clearly visible (19). 

Chesterlon Mill, Warwickshire. 

THE BRAKE 

Left: The BRAKE LATCH (20), 
together with the BRAKE ROPE 
(which can be seen passing through 
a SHEAVE in the BRAKE LEVER), 
isshown. Theropepasses through 
afurthersheave above (outofsight), 
and the free end hangs down, 
usually outside the mill, within 
reach of the miller. The latch holds 

~-.,. -11'1'. thebrakelever in the disengaged 
position. A sharp jerk of the brake 
rope lifts the lever and knocks the 
latch CN1ay, letting the lever fall and 
so apply the brake. 

Outwood Mill, Surrey. 



Above. left: A composite BRAKEWHEEL (6), in mesh with an 
iron WALLOWER (7), as viewed from above. 

Union Mill, Cranbrook, Kent. 

Right A wooden BRAKEWHEEL (8), in mesh with a wooden 
WALLOWER (9). 

Marsh Mill, Thornton Le C/eve/eys, Lancashire. 

Above. left: A timber FACE-COG, BRAKEWHEEL (10) in 
mesh with a miniature, iron WALLOWER, fitted to the 
SPLINED UPRIGHT SHAFT. The TENTER PULLEY, on 
the shaft beneath the wallower, had a BELT-DRIVE (the belt 
is now missing) to the CENTRIFUGAL GOVERNORS. 

Cross in Hand Mill, East Sussex. 

THE WALLOWER 

Right: The top PINION of the UPRIGHT SHAFT is engaged 
in a SPRATTLE BOX (12) bolted to the SPRATTLE BEAM, 
and the WALLOWER is fitted to the shaft by WEDGES (13). 

Pocklington's MHI, Heckington, Lincolnshire. 
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THE SACK HOIST 

The SACK HOIST is a very necessary piece of mechanism. It is used to raise the GRAIN 
through the mill, from its entry to its storage in the GRAJN BINS, above the STONES. When first 
used, it consisted simply of a rope and pulley, fixed to a beam projecting from the gable of the post 
mill. 

Later, an ENDLESS, HAND-ROPE was wound round a large wooden PULLEY, onto which a 
long DRUM of a smaller diameter was fixed. PuUing on the rope, caused the drum to rotate and 
wound up a CHAIN which hung from it, and so raised SACKS attached to the bottom of the chain. 
Releasing the rope caused the chain to unwind under its own weight. 

The mechanically driven SACK HOIST followed naturally. It comprises a long, horizontal drum, 
or BOLLARD, sometimes with wooden battens nailed along its length, sited at the highest point of 
the mill. A pulley is fitted at one end and the HOIST CHAIN is fixed to the bollard. The chain passes 
down through hinged TRAP DOORS, or CLAPS, in each floor of the mill, to the ground floor. 

The bollard is driven in a number of ways. The most common, in post mills, is the SLACK-BELT 
system, and its variant - the SLACK CHAIN. Most tower and smock mills prefer a FRICTION 
DRIVE. 

THE SLACK BELT & THE SLACK CHAIN 

The fom1er consists of a loose belt, fitted over both driven and driving pulleys, with a device for 
tightening it. It is so arranged that, on pulling the HOIST ROPE. the belt tightens and imparts the 
drive from one to the other pulleys. This causes the hoist chain to wind up on the bollard and raise 
the sacks trough the mill. 

In the post mill, the drive to the sack hoist is generally taken from a wooden DRIVE PULLEY. 
This is mounted on the windshaft, close to the brakewheel. A BELT is passed round the drive 
pulley, and up round the DRUM attached to the HOIST BOLLARD. 

The HOIST ROPE operates a HOIST LEVER, to which it is attached. Connected to the other 
end of the lever is a timber SOLE-PIECE. All the while the rope is kept taut, the sole-piece presses 
an IDLER PULLEY against the belt and tightens it. The boHard then commences to rotate, winding 
up the chain. 

The grain sacks, attached to the end of the chain, are raised through the mill. They 
automatically open the daps as they pass through, then allow them to fall closed behind. Releasing 
the rope allows the drive belt to slacken and stops the hoist. The chain will then return under its 
own weight. 

A less common version uses a SLACK CHAIN in place of the belt, but is otherwise very similar 
to the above method. 

Post mills normally take the drive to the sack hoist from face gear directly off the brakewheel. 
In the case of tower and smock mills, BEVEL GEARS and a COUNTER SHAFT, driven from the 
UPRIGHT SHAFT, are often used to drive the slack-belt/chain pulley. 

THE FRICTION DRIVE 

Another drive system is by means of two FRICTION WHEELS. One is fitted on the lower 
surface of the WALLOWER, and the other, in place of the DRUM on the sack bollard. Both faces 
are shod with wood blocks (commonly of apple wood). A pivoted lever is attached to one end of the 
axle of the sack bollard. At its farther end is the hoist rope, hanging down the mill through each 
floor, running beside the sack hoist chain. Pulling on the rope raises the axle of the bollard. The two 
friction wheels make contact and so wind up the chain, raising the sacks of grain as before. 

There are many variations of these basic systems of sack hoist drive, with virtually every 
windmill having its own variant; however these differ in degree only, either in the method of taking 
off the drive from the windshaft, or in the method of control used to operate the hoist. 



Above. left: This, the most common system, is driven off the underside 
of the WALLOWER by means ofa BEVEL GEAR (1), taking the drive 
from it through the SHAFT to the DRIVE PULLEY (2) on the right. The 

......... --- - SACK HOIST ROPE( not visible here) is attached to the lower end of the 
steel CABLE (3). Pulling the rope, presses the JOCKEY PULLEY (4) against the SLACK 
BELT, tensioning it and conveying the drive to the DRIVEN PULLEY (5) and so to the 
BOUARD (6). This then revolves, winding up the CHAIN, to hoist the SACKS attached to its 
lower end. Releasing the rope allows the chain to unwind and return by gravity. 
lli.§U Reverse view, showing JOCKEY PULLEY (4) tensioning belt. Denver Mill, Norfolk 

Above. left: The JOCKEY PULLEY ( 11 ), which tensions this SLACK 
BELT drive, is forced against the belt by depressing the timber LEVER 
(12). The drive is taken from the BRAKE WHEEL (13) by an INTER 
~MEDIATE WHEEL (14). The belt drives a BOLLARD above (out of 
sight). Ar os Mill Ma ·aid East Sussex. 

Above rm .. In IS version, the lower, inter
mediate PULLEY (7) takes the drive by a pinion 
direct from the BRAKE WHEEL (8). The DRIVE 
BELT is tightened by the black, timber SOLE 
PIECE (9), which lifts the shaft supporting the 
upper, DRIVEN WHEEL and BOLLARD (10). 
When it turns, the SACK HOIST CHAIN (not 
visible here), is wound up on the bollard, as in the 
previous example. 

Cross in Hand Mill, East Sussex. 

THE SACK HOIST 1 
THE SLACK-BELT SYSTEM 

Below right: The drive of this SLACK BELT 
system is taken from a pair of BEVEL GEARS 
attached to the UPRIGHT SHAFT (15), but is 
otherwise similar to other examples. 

Sutton Mill, Norfolk. 

Left: To tension the drive belt and so activate the 
DRIVEN PULLEY (15) the SACK HOIST ROPE (16) . 
is pulled in the direction of the arrows. This will raise 
the LEVER ( 17} and the intermediate lever joining it 
to the AXLE ( 18) so moving the latter away to tighten 
the belt. Nutley Mill, East Sussex. 



THP. SLACK-BELT SYSTE~f (Continued) 

-
Top right The drive here is taken from the BEVEL PINIONS 
on the upper face of the SPUR WHEEL 

Right On pulling the SACK HOIST ROPE (1 ), which is fed 
over several SHEAVES to reduce effort, the IDLER PULLEY 
(2) tensions the DRIVE BELT (3). 

Below left: The DRIVEN WHEEL (4) and the BOLLARD, 
are shown with the SACK HOIST CHAIN in position. 

All illustrations are from Thelnetham Mill, Suffolk. 

THE SACK HOIST - 2 THE SLACK-CHAIN SYSTEM 

Right and below: As a variation on the SLACK-BELT, here a SLACK-CHAIN is used, 
taking power off a PULLEY (5), splined onto the WINDSHAFT (6) and driving a secondary 
DRIVEN PULLEY (7), which is mounted on the BOLLARD (8). The HOIST CHAIN is fed 
over an IDLER ROLLER (9), which keeps it to the side of the buck. Pulling the SACK HOIST 
ROPE (10), raises the black timber LEVER (11 ), (as shown by the arrows), to tension the 
slack-chain and turn the bollard. Chillenden Mill, Kent. 



Below and right: The FRICTION DRIVE WHEEL (0) of the SACK HOIST is raised by pulling 
the ROPE (1) on the ARM (2), which then rotates the SHAFT (3), to which it is attached, and 
the PULLEY (4). This pulls up the short CHAIN (5) and in turn, raises the pivoted BEAM (6), 
and so the AXLE of the FRICTION WHEEL (J) at (7). The friction surface of this wheel makes 
contact with that on the underside of the WALLOWER (8). A smaller CHAIN WHEEL (9), 
mounted on the other end of the SPINDLE of the friction wheel, then rotates (see the picture 
on the right) revolving the ENDLESS CHAIN (10) of the SACK HOIST. The PULLEY (9) has a 
wooden insert between the two sheaves, and this grips the chain while it turns. The chain has 
short LINKS with a large RING (11) at the end of each. These are used to form a slip hitch to 

1 put over the necks of the sacks to be raised. This method allows several sacks to be hoisted in 
turn together. Trader Mill, Sibsey, Unco/nshire. 

Below .. left: Another version of the ENDLESS CHAIN SYSTEM using a 
Y-WHEEL in place of the wooden insert, as in the wheel of the previous 

example. Pocklington's Mill, Heckington, Uncolnshire. 

THE SACK HOIST -
ENDLESS CHAIN SYSTE~'i. 



VARIATIONS on a FRICTION DRIVE SYSTEM 
Above left: On pulling the HOIST ROPE (12), the SOLE PIECE (13) 
raises the pivoted BEAM (11 ), on wh.jch is mounted the DRIVEN 
WHEEL (14), to make contact with the inner surface of the BRAKE 
WHEEL Cat & Fiddle Mill, Dale Abbey, Derbyshire. 

Below Left: Pulling the HOIST ROPE (19), raises the pivoted BEAM 
(20), to put the FRICTION DRIVE WHEEL (21) in contact with the 
underside of the brakewheel. Kibworth Harcourt Mill, Leicestershire. 

Below left: The FRICTION DRIVE (22) between the SACK HOIST 
DRIVE WHEEL and the underside of the WALLOWER 

Both below: Union Mill, Cranbrook, Kent 

Above. right: The SOLE PIECE { 15) is raised by the HOIST ROPE 
(similarly to the previous example), and levers up the pivoted ARM 
(16) to put the DRIVING WHEEL (17) in contact with the inner 
surface of the BRAKE WHEEL 

Danzey Green Mill, Stoke Prior, W Midlands. 

Below right A FRICTION DRIVE taken from the top surface of the 
BRAKEWHEEL. Draper's Mill, Margate, Kent. 

Below right The SACK HOIST BOLLARD (23) and CHAIN, 
with the FRICTION-DRIVE WHEEL (24) and part of the 
WALLOWER of the same system. 
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THE SACK HOIST CHAIN 

There are, also, two separate SACK HOIST CHAIN systems: the SINGLE CHAIN and the 
ENDLESS CHAIN. In the formert the sack chain has a RING at its end, for forming a running noose 
round the neck of the SACK. In operation, each sack has to be raised individually and the chain 
then returns by its own weight. The bollard freewheels backwards when the hoist rope is released. 

The endless chain system has a series of short lengths of chain, each with a ring at its end, 
attached at intervals to the main chain. In operation, the endless chain continues to move in one 
direction. The sacks are attached, as before, in turn to the short lengths of chain, as they pass. 
They are conveyed up the mill in a continuous succession. 

This method has the advantage of speeding up the elevation of the grain, but demands greater 
power. It is also considerably noisier in operation, since the short lengths of chain slap each floor 
as they return empty. GUARD BOXES, fitted in place of the trap doors, reduce the noise. 

Both systems allow sacks to be returned down the mill, by leaving the claps open and lowering 
the chain manually. Alternatively, allowing the belt to slip lowers the sack gently. However, the 
common practice is for produce to be delivered down by the MEAL SHUTES. 

A BRAKE is sometimes incorporated into the system, the most common being a wooden PAD 
onto which the friction wheel is lowered, when the hoist is at rest. This 
prevents the chain from unwinding unnecessarily. 

THE SACK HOIST -
SINGLE CHAIN SYSTEM. 

Below: The SINGLE-CHAIN SYSTEM, showing the CHAIN (12) with the 
sack emerging from the CLAPS or TRAP DOORS ( 13), and the SACK 
HOIST ROPE (14). The traps are hinged with LEATHER STRIPS (15). 

Unjon Mill, Cranbrook, Kent. 

. ..k{t: The SACK HOIST ROPE (18) and the timber 
LEVER (19), which raises the HOIST DRIVE WHEEL (20). 
Only one sack at a time can be raised with this system. 

Uria7 Ml, Ocrlxook, Keri 

Right A BRAKE in the sack hoist system. Here, when the 
FRICTION DRIVE WHEEL (8) is disengaged, it is lowered onto 
a PAD (9), which prevents it turning and allowing the chain to 
unravel. DrapersMiH, Margate, Kent 


